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Why action learning? 
 

Many organisations complain that there isn’t 
as much commitment or innovation as they 
would like, except perhaps in senior 
management.  Is that true of your 
organisation?  Would it be a benefit if all 
people at all levels displayed leadership and 
innovation  — and where everyone bounced 
back quickly from any setback?  Action 
learning may be able to help. 

Would you like your managers to help each 
other more?  To learn from one another?  To 
look beyond their own unit to the organisation 
as a whole?  Beyond that to the other people 
in the entire chain from suppliers to end users?  
Action learning may help there too. 

Perhaps you have an important project that 
needs to be done well, and you don’t have 
much time to work on it.  If so, perhaps you 
could set up an action learning project team 
to help you with it.  If the project work must be 
done, action learning may add little to the 
costs yet provide good benefits.  Your people 
will learn work-relevant skills that they are then 
more likely to use on the job. 

Better still, you could have a program of 
multiple projects and multiple teams.  Each 
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team can work on a different project.  This will 
increase the benefit further.  For instance, you 
could use this approach to support cultural 
change by growing your desired new culture 
within the action learning teams. 

The people involved in action learning project 
teams will improve their skills at solving 
problems, managing projects, facilitating 
groups and building relationships.  These are 
skills increasingly relevant for leaders at all 
levels of an organisation.  They add to 
organisational resilience.  In an increasingly 
turbulent world, would that be an advantage 
for your organisation? 

Do you and your people spend much time in 
meetings?  In most organisations, that’s 
appropriate.  If your necessary meetings could 
also be more effective and more enjoyable, 
would that be beneficial?  Members of action 
learning teams learn to participate in more 
effective meetings, and to facilitate them. 

Action learning, used with some forethought, 
can be a very effective way of developing 
leadership, problem-solving skills and 
responsiveness among managers and others.  
For organisations trying to move from a 
“command and control” style to something 
more involving this can be valuable.  It can 
help to build a high-performance culture. 
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Perhaps by now you’re wondering if action 
learning could be useful in your organisation.  If 
so, this document may help you decide.  It 
describes action learning, and how it can be 
used for maximum benefit. 

In particular, it sets out in some detail how you 
would set up an action learning program.  It 
describes how you might initiate each action 
learning team.  The focus is on mutual benefit 
for people and organisation — development 
of leadership skills for the participants, and 
more effectiveness and resilience for the 
organisation. 

 
 

Keywords:  action learning teams, learning sets, 
leadership development, organisational 
resilience, project management, action 
learning programs, hybrid action learning, 
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Most people have skills and talents and 
enthusiasms not fully utilised at their 
workplace.  They leave part of themselves at 
the door when they go to work.  This is 
unsatisfying for them.  For their organisation it 
is a waste of talent. 
Given sufficient challenge, and freedom and 
support — all three are required for best 
results — most people rise to the occasion.  
They begin to make more use of their skills and 
talents and enthusiasms. 

 
 

  
 
 

Action learning is a process that offers 
challenge in the form of an important and 
difficult — but attainable — task.  Within 
defined boundaries, action learning teams are 
given freedom to work out their own 
approach.  They are given support in the form 
of approval, skills and resources provided by 
their team colleagues and the organisation. 
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Participants learn by doing as they help each 
other work on real tasks.  They become aware 
of what they are learning by reflecting on their 
experience.  That’s action learning. 
 
Interested?  Then read on ... 
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Action learning in a nutshell 

 
 
 

At its simplest, an action learning team consists of a small 
number of people, preferably diverse.  They come together 
frequently, regularly or at least semi-regularly.  They help 
each other learn from experience as they work on 
problems or projects or issues or opportunities.  They work 
collaboratively.  They manage their own process. 

There are sometimes two sets of the following outcomes 
that are desired, and more often all three: 
n learning how to remedy some issue or to plan and 

implement some project 
n learning skills such as collaboration and collaborative 

leadership, facilitation, problem solving, decision-
making, action planning and the like 

n cultural change as a result of the new skills and 
behaviour — and accompanying attitudes and mindsets 
— that the team members learn. 

To simplify a little, there are two main varieties of action 
learning. 

In one style of action learning each team member has an 
individual project.  At any one time, the team works on an 
issue that one of its members has contributed.  Some 
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facilitation is provided in the early stages.  There is often 
an expectation that the team will become self-facilitating.  
The team members are usually (though not necessarily) 
from different organisations.  More often than not they are 
senior managers, sometimes CEOs.  This style has been 
more common in the British Isles. 

In another style the team members are usually from a 
single organisation.  They work on a collective project.  
There is facilitation, often quite vigorous.  More often than 
not the facilitation continues throughout the life of the 
action learning team.  You are more likely to find this style 
in the US, though it is becoming more common elsewhere 
too. 

Hybrid forms are also not unusual.  Many variations are 
possible.  There may or may not be supportive coaching 
provided.  As in the example I give in some detail below, 
an in-house team with a shared project may be self-
facilitating. 

You may find several action learning teams working 
concurrently as part of an overall program.  This is 
especially likely to be true when cultural change is one of 
the intended outcomes.  There may also be a support 
infrastructure: a coordinating group, perhaps, and perhaps 
some mentoring support, often from senior managers.  
There may be coaching provided too, especially when 
leadership development is an important aim, as it often is. 

By far the most usual setting for an action learning team is 
organisational.  This is by no means required, however.  
Action learning approaches are likely to function well in 
any setting where learning through experience is useful.  
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Many university management programs are beginning to 
use action learning.  I provide examples later of action 
learning in educational settings and for community 
development. 

The rest of this document expands on the brief description 
above. 
 
 
 

Varieties of action learning 
 

As I mentioned above, broadly speaking there are two 
forms of action learning.  In one, a number of people 
(usually but not necessarily from different organisations) 
bring individual issues to the action learning group — the 
“learning set”, as it is often called (especially in Britain). 

At each meeting, one member of the team describes a 
problem or issue that is important and difficult.  The other 
team members, through supportive inquiry, help their 
colleague to develop a deeper understanding of the issue.  
This is the traditional form developed by Reg Revans, 1 the 
originator of action learning.  The teams are often expected 
to become self-facilitated after a few meetings.  This form 
of action learning has been more common in Britain, 
though there are examples in Australia and elsewhere. 

In the other form of action learning the learning set takes 
the form of a project team.  People, usually from a single 
organisation, are assembled to work on a joint project of 
value to the organisation.  This second form is more 
common in the United States.  It also tends to be more 
energetically facilitated (by a “set advisor” or “coach”) 
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than the British variety.  It’s usual for the facilitator to 
attend all meetings and play a prominent role. 

There is a growing tendency even in the British form to 
provide more facilitation. 2  For some purposes, though, 
there may be advantages in having self-facilitated teams.  
I’ll explore this in more detail later. 

Both forms are more common in organisations and 
(particularly recently) in university management 
programs.  There is no good reason, however, why you 
couldn’t use them to good effect in community settings.  
I’ve used forms of action learning for community 
development, in many of my university classes, in 
supervising PhDs, and in workshops.  In all of these 
settings it has offered many of the same advantages as in 
organisations. 

There are hybrid forms that exhibit some of the features of 
both US and British approaches.  As mentioned, I describe 
such a hybrid here.  It’s the form I often use in my own 
action learning work.  As most of my recent use of action 
learning has been in organisations, I’ll describe 
organisational applications first.  Other applications are 
described later. 
 
 
 

A hybrid action learning program 
 

Most of the organisational action learning I facilitate is in-
house and with a shared project for each team.  This most 
often fits the organisation’s requirements.  More often than 
not the action learning is for leadership development or to 
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help build a more resilient organisation.  Quite often, 
outcomes of both leadership and resilience are pursued.  In 
these programs, project completion is desired but not 
essential.  The project provides the real and complex task 
that is the vehicle for learning. 

Occasionally, successful project completion is the main 
aim.  The organisation (or other setting) may choose action 
learning as an effective way of getting the project done 
well.  Such other outcomes as developing leadership or 
building a more resilience culture can then still be pursued 
as a valuable bonus, however. 

In both instances, my usual intention is to strengthen the 
leadership and facilitation experience of the learning set 
members.  Most often, that is because a more facilitative 
style of leadership, or something similar, is the outcome.  
In other cases, it is because I think a keen self-managed 
team is an effective way of increasing the likelihood of 
successful project completion. 

To this end, I work to minimise my own facilitation so that 
the action learners quickly become an effective self-
managed team.  My goal is to transfer the responsibility for 
facilitation to them as soon as they are prepared to take it 
up and willing to do so.  This gives them a better 
opportunity to enhance their collaborative leadership and 
facilitation skills.  Such skills are becoming increasingly 
relevant in modern organisations and changing times.  If 
the world continues to become more turbulent I expect 
that demand for these skills will continue to increase. 

I’m pleased when team members also transfer skills from 
the learning team to their day-to-day operation of the 
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organisation.  In fact, I hope they do so.  They frequently 
do.  Ultimately, this is often an important goal of the 
program. 

Mostly, though, I don’t push team members to use their 
skills elsewhere.  Too often, I think, pushing generates 
resistance.  If there is no push there is less need for 
resistance.  I don’t really know how easy and safe it is for 
the team members to behave differently in their usual 
work.  I leave it to them to decide what skills to use 
elsewhere, and where.  Mostly, they do.  Participants 
usually find that being part of an effective self-managed 
team is a memorable and enjoyable experience that they 
are motivated to create elsewhere. 

As suggested previously, it isn’t hard to increase the 
impact of action learning on the organisation’s culture and 
leadership style.  To do this you embed several of the 
projects described above in a larger program.  Typically 
there might be several action learning teams, each with a 
separate project.  There is usually also a support 
infrastructure for the teams.  (I say more on this later.)  The 
multiple learning teams can also collectively function as a 
community of practice, strengthening cross-functional 
links in the organisation. 

A typical action learning program is depicted graphically 
in Figure 1.  Not all elements are obligatory, though I 
recommend that you do have a suitable project, an action 
learning team, and some initial facilitation. 

As mentioned, you might also provide coaching to the 
team members.  This builds confidence in offering  
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A mentor
Someone with good political 
and communication skills to 
provide support

A sponsor
Someone senior with  
influence and 
interest in the 
project, to help 
obtain resources 

A project
Something important that 
is a suitable vehicle for 
developing skills, and 
must be done

Stakeholders
Others with a stake in the 
project

To get the team 
started well, and 
provide help with 
skill development

A facilitatorA project team
With skills to do the 
work and likely to 
benefit from the 
experience

Other project teams
with other projects

key components

A working party
To work with and 
assist the facilitator to 
plan and implement 
the action learning 
program

A co-facilitator
Someone internal to assist 
with (and learn) facilitation

 
 
 
Figure 1. Possible elements of an action learning program 

 
 

leadership, and in a more facilitative way.  By providing a 
further opportunity for critical reflection on recent 
experience, it also enhances learning.  The coaching can 
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help them identify the skills and understanding that are 
valuable both to themselves and to their organisation. 
Gorrell and Hoover explain in detail how this can be 
done. 3 

There are issues you might want to take into account when 
you set up an action learning program or project.  Let’s 
work our way through some of them.  We’ll consider in 
turn the choice of action learning, setting up an action 
learning team and program, and some variations. 
 
 
 

When would you choose action learning? 
 

In much conventional training it can happen that the skills 
learned in a workshop are not used beyond the workshop.  
Transfer of skills from the training to the job is difficult.  It 
often doesn’t happen unless given deliberate attention, as 
Holton and Baldwin 4 report.  Action learning can usually 
improve transfer — the skills are learned in a situation 
directly relevant to (and often similar to) present or future 
work.  The issues or projects are relevant and real.  Team 
members learn how to reflect on and improve their 
performance. 

The project-based form of action learning offers an 
organisation some additional advantages.  The learning 
takes place in the workplace, on real projects.  Learning 
transfer is therefore even more likely.  By sharing 
facilitation of the learning set, people learn facilitation 
skills.  These are increasingly the skills that managers 
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require in a fast changing world where resilient team-
based organisations are more likely to thrive. 

This form of action learning can be an effective (and cost-
effective) form of leadership development.  In fact, as I 
mentioned earlier, most of the action learning programs 
I’ve helped to initiate were provided for leadership 
development or organisational resilience or both.  The 
leadership or resilience outcomes were intended as 
primary;  the successful projects were a welcome — if 
highly desirable and important — bonus. 

If you wished, you could make successful project 
completion the most important outcome.  Leadership and 
resilience would then become desired, though not 
necessarily essential.  The costs, then, of the action learning 
are little more than the organisation would have faced to 
pursue the projects by other means. 

Some organisations begin with this attitude that the 
projects have priority.  They focus initially on project 
outcomes.  They come to value the other outcomes later. 

Whether the projects are a primary or secondary emphasis, 
choice of projects is important.  The project typically 
chosen is one that has high value to the organisation.  It is 
complex enough to provide sufficient challenge and 
opportunities for learning.  Importantly the project issue is 
a “many right answer” issue.  It doesn’t have a single “right 
answer” — see Box 1. 

The chosen project preferably requires more understanding 
than any one person can bring to it.  It is very likely to 
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require some trial and error before a successful action plan 
is developed and implemented. 
 
 

 

Box 1:  Three styles of problem 
 

No-right-answer problems are problems that are a 
matter of values and attitudes rather than logic or 
practicality.  They are often useful for organisations to 
resolve.  Action learning, however, may not be the most 
effective way to resolve them. 
 
One-right-answer problems are problems that respond 
to logical analysis.  There is a clear solution, and you 
know when you’ve achieved it.  They are most 
amenable to resolution by one person (or a team) with 
relevant technical expertise and appropriate problem-
solving methods.  In general they don’t offer the form of 
skills development that action learning most effectively 
provides. 
 
Many-right-answer problems are problems where any 
one of a number of solutions may work.  Because such 
problems are complex, a solution isn’t easily developed.  
It’s not necessarily apparent when an effective solution 
has been devised — you may have to try it out in 
practice.  Even then it may also take some trial and 
error, and cooperation with other people, before it’s fully 
effective.  It is the sort of problem that is the most 
suitable vehicle for learning the skills and attitudes that 
action learning can develop. 
 

 
 

The learning set members don’t just work on their project.  
They are also encouraged to be more reflective and 
analytical about it.  The project therefore tends to be better 
done.  In addition, if the project is something that must be 
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done, as mentioned above the extra costs of action learning 
can be quite low. 

There are also other reasons for favouring projects that are 
necessary and important.  The motivation of the action 
learning teams is then likely to be higher.  Most people 
respond favourably to genuine responsibility.  (There are 
preconditions, explained later.)   

Organisational support for the team is also likely to be 
enhanced.  Team members are more likely to be given time 
and support by the sponsor and by their immediate 
supervisors.  The support is more likely to continue for the 
length of the project.  For less important projects the 
organisation may provide initial support but fail to 
maintain it. 

In unpublished evaluations of action learning in Australia 
participants have reported high levels of personally 
relevant learning.  There are also several published 
evaluation studies 5 from overseas.  They report positive 
outcomes or strongly positive return on investment (ROI) 
from action learning.  The evidence suggests that action 
learning can be a particularly cost-effective form of 
leadership development. 

If your situation meets several of the following conditions 
then either form of action learning (or a hybrid) may be a 
suitable choice: 
n You’d like your leaders to show more leadership.  

You’d like them to behave more often in ways that 
build morale and cohesion and flexibility in their work 
teams. 
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n You’re keen for your leaders and managers to do more 
facilitation and less “command and control”.  You want 
them to have the skills to do this well. 

n You’d like them to give more attention to developing 
the skills of their team of subordinates.  This would 
build useful capacity throughout the organisation. 

n Similarly, the organisation would benefit if leadership 
was displayed at all levels of the organisation, not just 
by people in managerial positions. 

n Your people spend a lot of time in meetings.  This is 
appropriate, but it would be good if the meetings were 
more effective and enjoyable and less time-consuming.  
The organisation would also benefit if meetings for 
problem solving and decision making were better 
facilitated. 

n Increasing demands for change require that your 
organisation becomes more resilient.  If this is to 
happen, more people at all levels will show more 
initiative.  They will be more responsive to the 
situations they face and more innovative in resolving 
them. 

n You want the skills learned by participants to be 
relevant for themselves as well as for the organisation. 

If in addition many of the following conditions apply, the 
project-based form of action learning (or a hybrid form) is 
probably more appropriate. 
n You’d like an organisation where teamwork is more 

common and more effective and where organisational 
attitudes support this. 

n Your organisation’s control channels are vertical.  Many 
or most of your work processes thread across the 
organisation horizontally. 6  You’d therefore like your 
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people to get out of their “silos” more.  You’d like them 
to consult more often with relevant people in the 
organisation and beyond. 

n There is an important and complex project that must be 
done, or at least is highly desirable.  Even better, there 
are several such projects. 

n The project or projects are complex enough that they 
will be difficult to do well.  They will require thought 
and analysis, and consultation with others.  At the same 
time they are preferably achievable within a two to 
three month timeframe, or a little more. 

 (As mentioned below, larger projects can often be 
subdivided into smaller pieces or stages.) 

n The project or projects are suitable vehicles for people to 
learn relevant skills.  The skills might include 
communication, problem solving, decision making and 
similar.  To improve leadership, the skills might also 
include the facilitation of others as they solve problems, 
seize opportunities, and make decisions. 

Perhaps you’d like to go further than this.  You may be 
trying to move from a bureaucratic and individually-
oriented structure to one that is more team based.  You 
realise that this requires more than merely redrawing the 
organisation chart — your people don’t yet have the skills 
and understanding to adapt to team operation.  You wish 
to provide them with an opportunity to acquire the skills. 

In general, it is often difficult to change the culture of an 
organisation in the direction of being more responsive and 
showing more initiative.  It's easier to do so if at first you 
set up the new culture in areas favourable to it.  Action 
learning teams can be such an area — a fertile seed bed for 
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the new culture.  You can spread the new culture from 
there. 

Coercive cultural change driven from top management has 
been known to work.  It sometimes results, though, in 
blood on the floor and enormous resistance throughout the 
organisation.  Often enough it hasn’t worked.  More 
congenial results can often be achieved by a slower and 
non-coercive process: 
n Begin with people and in units where there is already a 

desire to change. 
n Insulate the area sufficiently from blame that people 

there feel able to experiment. 

An action learning team provides a very suitable unit for 
this.  In addition: 
n Make it clear that mistakes are expected, and that 

people will learn from them and overcome them. 
n When successful change is achieved, export it to other 

areas of the organisation that are also amenable to 
change.  You can again use action learning as the 
vehicle. 

In organisations where workloads are high it may be hard 
to find the time for action learning teams.  If so, an early 
action learning team may examine ways of creating the 
time for the action learning meetings.  This can be a very 
suitable task for a first action learning team.  It can often be 
completed within two or three weeks.  Such an early 
success makes it easier to extend the program to other 
participants. 
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Improving the conduct of other meetings is often a 
valuable way of creating time for the program.  Most 
organisations have many meetings.  They are often the 
main vehicles through which coordination is achieved 
across within-organisation boundaries.  Many of those 
meetings offer room for improvement, sometimes much 
room for improvement.  They can be made substantially 
more effective.  They can often be far less costly in the time 
they consume.  The time saved can then be devoted to the 
action learning program. 

If you decide to proceed with an action learning program, 
there are some important preliminaries that require 
attention.  You might begin by deciding tentatively on the 
overall shape of the program. 

In the description that follows I mostly describe my own 
approach to setting up action learning teams within an 
action learning program.  Like the North American 
approach it’s usually project-based.  As with Reg Revan’s 
original approach, and for similar reasons, I minimise 
facilitation.  However, as described later I do provide 
active facilitation in the first meeting or two. 

Because the description below is in some detail, I want to 
add a caution before I proceed.  Please think of my 
descriptions as examples of one possible shape of an action 
learning program.  In practice you will want to tailor the 
program to the needs of the organisation and the demands 
of the moment.  You can improve engagement with the 
action learning program if it is as consistent with the local 
culture as possible.  Of course, that is only if the culture 
doesn’t undermine key features of action learning. 
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In any event, I wouldn’t want you to think of my 
descriptions as recipes to be followed slavishly.  If you 
achieve the key features, the program is likely to be 
worthwhile for the organisation (or other setting) and the 
participants.  To summarise the key features, they are: 
n enlist enthusiastic volunteers 
n who are helped to build good relationships within the 

team 
n and who, within boundaries, are given high autonomy 
n and adequate support, including good early support 
n to work on complex and important tasks 
n in ways that build skills important for them and the 

organisation. 

In most instances the key purpose is to begin to develop a 
more flexible and innovative and less bureaucratic culture, 
with higher job satisfaction and performance.  Other aims 
may require some changes or additions to the elements or 
style of the program. 
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Setting up a project-based  

action learning team 
 

 
 

In my own approach to project based action learning I 
prefer to follow the process summarised in Box 2 below, 
or something similar. 

Note that as I mentioned, this is just one of the many ways 
of structuring an action learning program.  The most 
effective programs are tailored to fit the situation and the 
desired outcomes. 

I now describe the elements in more detail. 
 
 
 

Securing top management support 
 

A supervisor or manager may use an action learning team 
within her own area of responsibility.  It can be a way of 
completing some complex task while helping team 
members develop useful skills.  For a program of action 
learning, however, I think top management support is 
extremely desirable. 

Without top management support it is unlikely that teams 
will be adequately resourced.  Even if they are well  
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Box 2: setting up an action learning team 
 
Secure genuine support from the top of the organisation 

↓ 
If there are multiple teams, set up a coordinating  

group to oversee the action learning program 
↓ 

Initially: choose the first project, participants, sponsor(s),  
mentor(s), and coach(es) (if any); clarify expectations 

↓ 
First meeting: address relationships, purpose,  

process, stakeholders, and intended personal learning 
↓ 

Second meeting: a team member facilitates the project  
work, with coaching from the external facilitator 

↓ 
Third meeting: the project work continues, with  

the external facilitator present but not very active 
↓ 

Further meetings are as required, with the team  
managing its own process until it completes the task 

↓ 
Final meeting: project learning is identified, and skill 

transfer to the workplace (and to later projects, if any) is 
planned 

↓ 
The team may report to the organisation in a verbal  

presentation identifying what they learned 
↓ 

The team disbands 

 
 

resourced initially the support is less likely to be 
maintained. 

An action learning program, as mentioned, usually has 
multiple goals.  If project completion is the only goal then 
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it may not matter so much if top management support is 
token or lukewarm.  If more extensive organisational 
change is intended, support from the top becomes much 
more important, and probably obligatory.  Senior 
managers are otherwise likely to undermine the 
effectiveness of teams.  This may be either deliberate, or 
accidental and thoughtless. 

Especially if cultural change is desired, it’s very helpful for 
the senior management team to set a good example.  If 
everyone in the senior management team models the 
desired changes, others become more likely to do so.  If 
there isn’t evidence of commitment to the change from the 
top, it is asking a lot to expect it from elsewhere in the 
organisation. 7 

In my view an ideal program is one in which the top 
management team is directly involved.  One way of 
achieving this is for that team to itself undertake an action 
learning project.  They then work on it, functioning as an 
action learning team.  A suitable project might be 
supporting (but not controlling) the implementation of the 
action learning program as it is spread through the 
organisation. 
 
 
 

Before the first team meeting 
 

If there are to be multiple project teams I also like to work 
with a small working party or coordinating group from 
within the organisation.  The coordinating group helps to 
oversee the project work.  It, too, operates as an action 
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learning team.  If the senior leadership group is the first 
action learning team, the coordinating group becomes the 
second team.  Otherwise they may be first. 

They and I work together to develop the most effective 
way of monitoring and supporting the action learning 
program.  It’s useful for a member of the top management 
team to be on this coordinating group.  Diversity of team 
members is valuable.  Other members may be high 
performers being groomed for eventual senior 
management positions.  In a unionised organisation the 
team may include an influential union member. 

The use of such a coordinating group to oversee the 
program offers several benefits. 
n It reduces the longer-term dependence of the 

organisation on me and on other consultants.  The 
coordinating group members develop the skills and 
understanding to set up later action learning programs 
and teams with minimal outside help. 

n Because coordinating group members are from the 
organisation they help to ensure that the skills and 
projects are relevant to the organisation and politically 
suitable. 

 External consultants can come to grief because they 
don’t understand the local politics and culture.  They 
usually also lack influential contacts within the 
organisation. 

n Members of the coordinating group can also learn or 
enhance their mentoring and coaching skills, in addition 
to the usual learning from such programs.  These, too, 
are leadership skills that are increasingly relevant. 
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I may help the organisation to choose suitable projects, and 
prefer to do so.  As mentioned earlier, the most suitable 
projects are likely to be ... 
n Important.  The organisation is more likely then to 

provide support and the results are likely to be more 
widely reported. 

n Necessary or at least highly desirable.  This is more 
motivating for action learning teams than working on 
something they see as unnecessary.  Also, if the projects 
are necessary, the additional costs of an action learning 
program can be quite low. 

n Complex enough to be a good vehicle for learning — 
see Box 1 earlier. 

n Preferably able to be completed within two to three 
months or a little more.  To achieve this, larger projects 
can sometimes be divided into sub-projects for different 
teams. 

 With some caution, projects that take up to six months 
can be appropriate.  My preferred timeframe, though, is 
for three months or shorter.  Team members’ 
supervisors are then more likely to remain supportive.  
Team members are less likely to experience their action 
learning responsibilities as onerous. 

It can benefit the overall program if some early successes 
are achieved.  To this end, the first one or two projects may 
be chosen to be completed in three to six weeks or even 
less. 

On these grounds, saving time at other meetings is a very 
suitable first project.  A first trial can often be implemented 
within days.  The early solutions can be further refined 
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through trial and error.  In the course of doing so, wide 
organisational involvement can often result. 

I also provide guidance on team composition and the 
choice of action learning team members. 

It is important, I believe, to think about selecting the team 
as a whole as well as the individuals.  Setting up the right 
teams is just as vital as choosing the appropriate 
individuals. 

An effective team 

In my experience an effective team ... 
n consists only of people who are enthusiastic to be 

involved.  Action learning teams may not function well 
if there are reluctant conscripts included.  Conscripts 
can also undermine the motivation of the rest of the 
team. 

n is a very diverse group.  The more diverse the team is, 
the better.  For instance I like to set up teams that are 
balanced for age and gender, from different educational 
and professional backgrounds, different units within 
the organisation, different work and life experience, and 
so on. 

n less importantly, consists of members who don’t know 
each other very well.  In a group of relative strangers it 
is easier for group members to try out new behaviours.  
In addition, the new relationships formed add to and 
strengthen the lateral and informal organisational 
networks. 

As far as possible I encourage the use of small rather than 
large teams.  I prefer to use the smallest team that is able to 
complete the project successfully. A small team can access 
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wider skills and knowledge as required, by co-opting 
others from time to time.  It can also be useful learning for 
them to have to do so.  In many organisations I’ve worked 
in, there was benefit in improving consultation and 
collaboration. 

In addition, large teams are more difficult to facilitate and 
less efficient.  As well, most people in current 
organisations are busy.  In many organisations the task of 
scheduling meetings for larger teams can be a nightmare. 

Most of the literature recommends teams of from five to 
eight people.  I've sometimes used teams of that size with 
good results.  On balance, though, I now favour teams of 
three or perhaps four.  My experience is that these work 
very well.  In such small teams the attendance tends to be 
more regular.  In addition, the facilitation is less 
demanding on the team members.  They become self-
sufficient more rapidly. 

Also, it may be more evident to a small team that they are 
not able to represent all stakeholders.  They may then be 
more likely to be careful to identify and consult the absent 
stakeholders.  Such a team can invite other people to one 
or two of their meetings when specific expertise is needed. 

You want the right individuals for each team, too. 

Choosing appropriate team members 

Here are the characteristics I aim for: 
n They are enthusiastic volunteers.  This is especially 

important if you wish to transfer responsibility for 
facilitation to the team fairly soon in the program. 8 
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n They are, or will soon be, in leadership or management 
positions.  Or it is enough if they will have 
opportunities to exercise leadership in their current or 
near future roles. 

 This is less of an issue in an organisation that wishes to 
devolve leadership to all levels of the organisation. 9  In 
such an organisation, everyone is being invited to 
demonstrate more leadership. 

n They are being helped to acquire more facilitative 
leadership and planning skills.  This is typically because 
the organisation wishes to be more flexible and resilient 
in the face of rapid change. 

n Between them they have some of the skills and/or 
knowledge relevant for the project. 

 Actually, though, this is usually less important than I 
suspect you think.  They can always consult others, or 
co-opt them temporarily;  and it can be beneficial for 
them and the organisation if they do so.  And 
sometimes ignorance can be the source of innovation. 10 

n Each of them brings different skills and experience to 
the project. 

If sponsor and mentor haven’t already been chosen they 
can also be chosen now.  Their roles can be negotiated with 
them, as follows. 

The sponsor and mentor 

The sponsor is a senior manager who is respected and 
influential in the organisation.  (S)he is preferably someone 
with political skills.  Project success is important to her, for 
example because it is within her area of responsibility and 
she benefits from its successful completion.  She is willing 
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to intervene elsewhere in the organisation to support the 
team in achieving it. 

The sponsor’s role is to ensure that the team has sufficient 
resources to complete the project.  With one caution, a 
person ultimately responsible for the project and its success 
can be a good choice.  However, it is very important that 
she devolves that responsibility to the team.  She isn’t 
intended to be team leader of the action learning team.  If 
she exerts too much control on how the team operates the 
goals of the program are likely to be undermined. 

It is part of the sponsor’s role to ensure that resources — 
including time available — are adequate.  I have been 
involved in the evaluation of two action learning programs 
set up by other consultants.  In both, almost all team 
members reported that it was a worthwhile exercise 
because of the value of what they learned.  However, 
many of them were also resentful and felt under-
resourced.  They had put time and effort into the action 
learning project while continuing to do well in their usual 
job, which was itself demanding.  They believed the 
organisation deliberately exploited their willingness to do 
so. 

(In at least one instance I think they were correct.  I heard a 
senior administrator boast how much work he had 
obtained from the work teams, at little extra cost.) 

In some instances these issues arise because a team 
member’s immediate superior either doesn’t understand 
the priority of the action learning program, or doesn’t 
support it.  Intervention from a more senior manager may 
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then be necessary to change this.  Having it known that the 
CEO strongly supports the program is also very helpful. 

The mentor is also a manager, often senior — though that 
is less important than it is for a sponsor.  The mentor is 
someone who is approachable and available, with good 
interpersonal skills and especially political nous.  (S)he can 
offer guidance to the team about teamwork and 
relationships and most importantly about organisational 
politics. 

Ideally the mentor is someone who will guide people by 
asking questions rather than through giving lectures or 
advice.  A good mentor can be a powerful role model for 
team members.  As I mention below, in ongoing action 
learning projects, suitable graduates from earlier teams can 
sometimes mentor later teams. 

In action learning programs I’ve been involved in, the team 
members are not the only people who learn valuable skills 
and practices.  Mentors and sponsors have also found their 
involvement with the program a useful learning 
experience.  This has also been a common comment from 
mentors and sponsors when I’ve evaluated action learning 
programs, including for other facilitators. 

It can sometimes also be beneficial to provide skill 
development for sponsors and mentors.  They will likely 
find it useful to understand the program and its 
philosophy.  Helping them to acquire coaching skills is 
useful, too, if they are deficient in such skills. 
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Involvement of other people 

Before the project work begins I like to have a conversation 
with each team member and her or his immediate manager 
or supervisor.  (A suitably-experienced internal person 
could do this, too.)  I prefer the sponsor to be involved if 
possible.  In this meeting the team member and manager 
develop realistic expectations about the time required for 
the project.  They negotiate the skills that will be valuable 
for both the team member and usual work team.  This can 
eliminate or reduce later resistance or interference from the 
immediate superior. 

As mentioned earlier, many action learning programs are 
intended to contribute to a cultural change in the 
organisation.  If so, it is very beneficial for it to fit well with 
the CEO’s longer-term vision.  Also, visible and frequent 
support from the CEO can do much to improve the 
willingness of people to be involved in the program. 

In this respect, what the CEO does is more important than 
what the CEO says.  Adequate resourcing speaks more 
loudly than flamboyant speeches. (Speeches may be better 
than nothing, however). 

If sponsor and mentor are also involved, their roles can be 
negotiated with the team at the same time.  It is 
occasionally useful for the meeting also to involve the 
organisation’s CEO or her nominee.  This helps to signal 
that there is support from the top.  It also increases the 
likelihood that the team project fits in with the CEO’s plans 
for the organisation. 
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However, there are costs.  The meeting is now more 
cumbersome.  In many organisations it is also harder for 
the participant to speak up honestly.  Be guided by the 
culture of the organisation. 

Negotiating role expectations 

Any lack of role clarity is an unnecessary distraction for 
team members.  It is when the culture of the organisation is 
very different to that of action learning that clarity is 
particularly important.  In some situations you may find it 
useful to add an initial meeting of the action learning team 
to clarify roles.  At the same meeting the roles of external 
facilitator, mentor and sponsor can also be negotiated.  The 
aim is for the team members to have accurate and realistic 
expectations. 

An important part of these expectations is that someone 
from outside the team facilitates the first meeting.  I 
usually do this, perhaps accompanied by a member of the 
coordinating group if there is one.  Box 3 describes one 
way of doing it.  Of course, in some organisations the 
expertise to provide this facilitation is already available, 
perhaps in training or human resources.  If so, these 
internal resources can be used, though with some caution. 

Be aware, though, that if you use internal people as 
facilitators, they will sometimes overestimate the need for 
their own facilitation to continue.  I have often found that 
organisations can be poor judges of the potential skills and 
initiative of their people.  Internal people tend to assume 
that, because they have observed little initiative in the past, 
the potential isn’t present.  In practice its absence may say 
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more about organisational structure and culture than 
about its people. 
 
 

 

Box 3: Negotiating expectations 
 

If I am to facilitate the “expectations” session, this is the 
process I might use to negotiate expectations with the 
team. 

1 We discuss organisational constraints, if this has not 
already been done 

2 Team members meet to list their expectations of me 
and document them on a flip chart while I list my 
expectations of them on a flip chart 

3 With the flip charts side by side we read each others’ 
lists.  We ask questions for clarification if necessary 

4 We note where their expectations and mine are 
compatible  

5 We note those expectations that we wish to 
negotiate 

6 We negotiate changes to those expectations, 
keeping a record of our agreement. 

Alternatively someone internal to the organisation may 
be going to facilitate the early action learning meetings.  
If so the process is similar except that my expectations 
are conveyed to the team and internal facilitator as part 
of the first step.  I then facilitate their negotiation of 
expectations. 

 
 
 

No matter who provides the facilitation, the early meetings 
are important.  It isn’t the intention that I (or the human 
resources people) provide all the facilitation for three 
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meetings and then suddenly turn facilitation over to the 
team.  The responsibility for facilitation is transferred 
gradually to the team members. 

Preferably, this gradual transfer of responsibility begins 
with the first meeting.  For instance, a team volunteer can 
be timekeeper or scribe.  As I explain below, in most action 
learning programs I’ve helped set up, a learning team 
member facilitated the second team meeting.  This will 
become clearer as we proceed. 

The next part of this document describes one form that 
these early meetings can take in the programs that I 
facilitate.  Here’s a brief summary, with more detail to 
follow shortly: 

First meeting (or second meeting if a separate expectations 
meeting has taken place): 
n I facilitate the meeting, taking team members through 

the important preparatory activities of ... 
• clarifying expectations if it hasn’t already been done 
• building relationships and a sense of community 
• clarifying the nature and purpose of the project, 

especially in terms of the outcomes to be achieved 
• developing some “process guidelines” to help the 

team manage and review how well they work 
together on the project 

• identifying the stakeholders: the people who can 
affect or be affected by the project outcomes or 
process 

• identifying the learning that each team member 
wishes to develop from working on the project in the 
project team. 
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 I prefer this order, though the second and third items 
can be reversed. 

 This meeting requires about 3 hours for completion, or a 
little more. 

Second meeting (or third, if a separate expectations 
meeting has taken place): 
n A volunteer from the team facilitates this meeting.  I’m 

present as coach, to provide supportive assistance to the 
person facilitating.  The team ... 
• first completes any tasks left over from the first 

meeting 
• then begins to develop its action plan for the project, 

typically beginning by clarifying tentatively the 
scope and timeline of the project 

 or, alternatively, planning how to involve the 
stakeholders — sometimes this has to be done before 
the scope and timeline can be determined 

• and concludes by reviewing how well it managed its 
own process. 

Third meeting (or fourth, if a separate expectations 
meeting has taken place): 
n At the third meeting, another volunteer from the team 

facilitates.  I’m present, and intervene as little as 
possible.  The team ... 
• begins by reporting briefly on anything that has 

happened since the previous meeting 
• continues to develop its implementation plans 
 in particular, it is likely to give a lot of attention to 

ways of involving other stakeholders if this has not 
already been done 
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• and again concludes by reviewing how well it 
managed its own process. 

In most organisations, the team is capable of self-
facilitation by the third (or occasionally fourth) meeting, 
and this is my aim. 11 

Now, here are the early meetings again, in more detail.  I 
won’t include the meeting for negotiating expectations.  It 
is already covered adequately above. 
 
 
 

The first meeting — building preconditions 

(This is the second meeting if there has been a separate 
meeting to clarify expectations.) 

At the first meeting of each action learning team, I 
facilitate.  If a coordinating group oversees the action 
learning program, it is of benefit to have one of its 
members present as a co-facilitator.  She will learn how to 
start up an action learning project.  Her support may assist 
my acceptance by the team.  She can also advise me on 
aspects of the local culture that I may not understand. 

This first (or second) meeting of the action learning team 
can be crucial.  It sets the scene for later meetings.  It 
develops a constructive approach to teamwork and action 
planning by establishing good processes and practices. As 
it does so, it discourages some of the less constructive 
habits that bedevil most meetings and most organisations. 

This meeting requires at least two and a half hours, though 
I much prefer three hours, or three and a half if possible.  
In the available time we work through the activities 
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summarised in Box 4 and described in more detail below.  
If we can’t complete them in the available time we deal 
with as many as we can.  We address them in the order in 
which Box 4 lists them. 
 
 

 

Box 4: Agenda for the first meeting 
 

Negotiate my role and the role of participants for  
this meeting (if not already done) 

↓ 
Build relationships and sense of community 

↓ 
Further define project outcomes and purpose 

↓ 
Agree the process to be used by the team 

↓ 
Identify absent stakeholders 

↓ 
Identify individual learning goals 

↓ 
Review and critique the session 

↓ 
Agree time, facilitator and tentative agenda for the  

next meeting 
 

 
 

If there are multiple teams I prefer to stagger the team 
starts.  This spreads out the workload for me and for the 
co-facilitator from the coordinating group.  It also allows 
us to learn from our experience with the early teams and 
apply our insights to the later teams. 

As already mentioned, suitable members of early teams 
may sometimes be able to act as mentors or co-facilitators 
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of later teams.  This helps to share the responsibility for 
learning; and it adds to the organisation’s informal 
networks. 

After negotiating my role (if this has not already been 
done) I guide the team through five activities: 

1 Relationship and community building 

As mentioned, the key activity consists of some intense 
relationship and community building.  Relationships must 
be good enough that team members provide genuine 
support to each other. 12 

If possible, the ideal is for them to experience each other as 
real and whole people.  When people see beyond the role 
to the whole and real person, they become capable of 
feeling each other’s pleasure and pain.  Cooperation 
becomes natural.  This might be achieved, for example, by 
asking them to talk about important events in their life — 
see the “turning points” exercise in Box 5.  If team 
members are willing to engage in this activity it is my 
preference. 

For some groups and organisations the exercise of Box 5 
may not appear to be sufficiently task-oriented.  As an 
alternative for such groups, team members can exchange 
information about the skills and qualities that they bring to 
the project in addition to their usual work skills.  Box 6 
describes an example that is usually effective enough in 
building the sort of relationship where people see beyond 
their usual roles to the real person. 
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Box 5   An activity for relationship building 

 

Individually — 

n Think back over your life so far.  Identify six turning 
points: events or people (or both) who made a 
difference to who you are and what you do 

n From those six turning points choose three that you 
are willing to talk about 

n For each, prepare:  a brief description;  a sentence 
or two on why it was a turning point;  several 
sentences on what it says about you, now 

 

In small groups — 

n Each person relates one of her turning points to her 
colleagues, looking at them as she does so;  the 
others give her 100 per cent of their attention 

n When each person has told her first story, each now 
relates her second story, as before;  and then (after 
everyone has told the second story) she relates her 
third. 

 

 
 

In my experience this Box 6 activity isn’t as effective as the 
one in Box 5.  However, some groups may find it more 
acceptable. 

The greater the level of real support developed within the 
team, the more likely the team is to welcome the challenge 
of a difficult project.  Therefore, whatever exercise is used 
for relationship building, the key feature is that people do 
experience each other’s humanity — that they learn to 
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relate to each other as real people.  Any activity that has 
such an effect is likely to be suitable. 
 
 

 
Box 6   An alternative relationship building activity 

 

Individually — 

n Identify some skill or talent you have that is likely to 
be useful to the project group, and that other 
members of the project group don’t yet know about 

n Think of an occasion when your use of that skill was 
valuable and recall what happened, in detail. 

 

In the group — 

n Each person in turn identifies the skill, and describes 
in detail the situation when her use of the skill was 
valuable.  In particular, each person relates the 
qualities and behaviour that allowed her to achieve 
the outcomes. 
 

 

I’ve worked with some extremely task-oriented groups 
who feel uncomfortable taking part even in this.  They 
perceive it as “touchy-feely”, and resist.  For them, there is 
a third possibility.  The visioning process at step 2 below 
— to identify the desired project outcomes — can be given 
more time and attention. 

In developing a vision for the team, its members are likely 
to reveal many of their values, at least indirectly.  Again, 
this serves the purpose of helping them experience each 
other as real, and as being more than just their usual work 
roles.  The intention is to encourage them to bring all of 
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themselves, not just their work role and skills, to the work 
they do in the action learning team. 

I have found collaboration and strong support to be key 
features of the most effective action learning teams.  I 
therefore also structure the other four components of this 
first meeting with this in mind.  In fact in all early activities 
I look for ways to help people learn more about each other 
as real and complex people.  I also try to facilitate these 
early processes so that we model openness, respect and 
collaboration. 

2.  Identifying project outcomes and purpose 

It is important to clarify the nature of the project and the 
purpose of the action learning. 

Some of this will probably have been done in an earlier 
interview with participants.  In this meeting we anticipate 
the results of a successful project, both for the organisation 
and for the participants as individuals and as a team.  This 
may be done by inviting the group to answer three 
questions: 

n When you have completed the project successfully, how will 
you be able to tell? 

The answers can be recorded on a flip chart.  Some of 
the outcomes identified may be useful as performance 
indicators that the team can use to monitor their 
progress. 

It is often useful for the responses to this question to be 
then discussed with the sponsor. 
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n If the project has been a good vehicle for your learning, what 
will be the learning outcomes for you as a team, and as 
individuals?  As a team, and as individuals, what will you 
be able to do more effectively in the future? 

The purpose is for the action learning to be valuable 
for the organisation, the team, and the individual team 
members.  The organisation benefits from the 
successful completion of a worthwhile project.  It also 
enhances organisational performance by strengthening 
relevant skills.  The team members benefit from 
developing skills that are valuable for themselves and 
for the organisation. 

n When you achieve those project outcomes and learning 
outcomes, what will be the long-term benefits for the 
organisation? 

This question is intended to encourage the team to look 
beyond the immediate outcomes of their project.  In 
doing so, they will find it easier to decide what to do 
when unexpected events hinder their plans.  They are 
also learning to connect short-term and long-term 
outcomes, a useful leadership skill. 

3.  Agreeing on the process 

Team members agree on the way in which they will 
facilitate action learning team meetings.  The purpose of 
this is to help them become more facilitative — more 
sensitive to the way in which they approach their work in 
the team.  At the same time it will assist them in working 
effectively, and in continuing to improve the way they 
work. 
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To do so, the team members agree on a very small number 
of process guidelines that they think will improve the 
way they work together. 

In the distant past I used five or six guidelines.  I now 
think six is too many to attend to, and attention to process 
suffered.  If the team does try to give attention to six or so, 
their attention and energy is distracted from the project.  I 
now recommend having only two (or at most three) 
guidelines at a time. 

A possible activity for identifying guidelines is briefly 
described in Box 7 below. 
 
 

 
Box 7    Identifying process guidelines 

 

n Working individually, each person thinks of two 
groups she has experienced, both of which worked 
extremely well, but which in other respects were 
different 

n Working individually, each person thinks of two 
groups which worked badly, and which in other 
respects were different 

n She then devises a guideline that, if the poor groups 
adopted it, would have helped improve their 
performance in the direction of that of the good 
groups 

n The guidelines are collected in the whole group, 
which then agrees on the two guidelines that they 
believe will be most useful for them at this stage. 
 

 

The guidelines are captured on butcher paper or flip chart.  
They are posted where group members can see them.  I 
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encourage the group to have their current guidelines 
visible throughout all meetings of the action learning team. 

An example of the sort of process guidelines that can result 
is shown in Figure 2.  Note, though, that I intend these 
only as an example.  Guidelines developed by the group 
itself are likely to work much better.  It’s also desirable for 
the group to “own” the guidelines so that they are more 
likely to amend and improve them as they proceed with 
their project. 
 
 

 
Process guidelines 

• we will give each other honest and 
supportive feedback 

• we will strive to make constructive use of 
every member’s contributions 
 

 
Figure 2   An example of process guidelines 

 
 

As described later, the process guidelines are used as part 
of the process review that is included near the end of each 
meeting.  The review is expected to lead to regular revision 
of the guidelines. 

This purpose will be better served if the guidelines are 
specific enough for people to judge how well they are met.  
It is also an advantage (though not essential) that each 
guideline is phrased positively: “Do this ...” rather than 
“Don’t to this ...”. 
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The intended result is that team members become more 
aware of how they go about planning, and making and 
implementing decisions.  Such awareness of process 
enables people more successfully to adopt a more 
facilitative leadership style both within the action learning 
team and (if they wish) in their usual work role. 

4.  Identifying project stakeholders 

Team members then identify other people who are 
stakeholders — that is, who have an interest in the project 
or can affect the way it develops.  The purpose is to 
sensitise team members to the benefits of consultation, and 
the extent of consultation that may be required.  They can 
also learn to escape the “silo” thinking that characterises 
many organisations — to think more holistically about the 
organisation and its processes and products. 

When planning is done, it is usually desirable to consult 
with, or involve, many other people within (and 
sometimes beyond) the organisation. 

The team may go to some stakeholders for approval of 
some planned actions.  Others it may keep informed about 
progress.  Others will be consulted, or perhaps involved 
directly by being co-opted for one or two team meetings. 

I suggest to the team that they keep the list of stakeholders 
visible during each of their meetings.  They can make use 
of the list each time they are about to make a decision.  
They check that the relevant stakeholders have been 
consulted adequately and their legitimate needs taken into 
account. 
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As with the guidelines, the list of stakeholders is captured 
on butcher paper or flip chart.  The list is brought to each 
meeting.  It is posted visibly whenever the team is working 
on the project. 

5.  Identifying individual learning goals 

It is an advantage if the project work is mutually beneficial 
for the organisation and for each action learning team 
member.  To this end, each team member identifies 
desirable learning goals that can be achieved within the 
context of the project and the action learning program. 

Box 8 lists a process that can be used.  This activity, too, 
can be done in such a way that it enhances relationships.  
For example you might encourage participants to identify 
skills of benefit to themselves personally as well as 
professionally.  You might ask them also to say why the 
skills are of relevance personally as well as professionally.  
The resulting self-disclosure helps to build relationships 
and understanding. 

Done well, the activity encourages team members to make 
their collective and individual learning a shared 
responsibility, further enhancing relationships. 

Some groups will find the task easier if they are given a list 
of skills as a checklist.  Box 9 illustrates such a list.  The 
skills there are chosen as examples of what might be 
appropriate for developing and extending leadership in an 
organisation trying to develop more resilience and 
flexibility. 
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Box 8    Identifying desired skills 
 

n Working individually, each person identifies where 
she wants to be in ten years.  She identifies the skills 
and experience needed to achieve that goal 

n From a list of skills typically developed in an action 
learning program (see below) she identifies one or 
two that 

 • she is keen to develop (or develop further) 

 • will enhance her future prospects in the 
organisation and elsewhere 

 • and will help the action learning team to function 
well. 

n Team members exchange this information while they 
discuss how they can help each other achieve their 
learning goals. 
 

 
 

 
Box 9   A sample list of skills 

 

 n problem solving n decision making 

 n creativity n action planning 

 n monitoring progress n facilitating meetings 

 n taking initiative n giving feedback 

 n and involving and consulting others. 
 

 

(In practice, you would choose the skills to fit local needs 
and practices.  You would also encourage team members 
to add other appropriate skills.) 
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Reviewing the meeting 

At the end of the first meeting I set aside at least 15 minutes 
(and preferably more) to review how we have worked 
together.  Usually we do this by revisiting the two or three 
process guidelines we developed earlier. 

We discuss how effectively we observed the guidelines, 
individually and collectively.  The discussion is most 
effective when team members first work individually to 
decide how well the team achieved the guideline, and how 
well they did as inviduals. 

In time the team will become proficient at achieving a 
guideline consistently.  When this occurs the team can 
omit that guideline from the list, as the reminder is no 
longer required.  They can now add another guideline, 
choosing whichever aspect of process it is now useful for 
them to attend to. 

In this way the guidelines change to reflect the growing 
skills and focus of the team.  Team members slowly 
become familiar with more aspects of effective teamwork 
and more effective at managing their own process well. 

We also review how much progress we have made and 
what we have learned — see the later description of a 
review session. 

Finally I also ask one or more of the action learning team 
members to volunteer to facilitate the second meeting.  I 
offer to provide supportive coaching during the second 
meeting so that the meeting will be enjoyable and effective.  
I arrange that, at any time, the volunteer facilitator or any 
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member or I can call “time out” and analyse what is 
happening. 
 
 
 
The second meeting — coached self-managing 

(This is the third meeting if there has been a separate meeting 
to clarify expectations.) 
 

The second meeting (and all or most subsequent meetings) 
can be briefer.  Two hours is preferable.  One and a half 
hours may be sufficient.  The aim should be to choose the 
time that is just a trifle brief for what is to be done. 

A little time-urgency has advantages: 
n it helps the group to be focussed on working effectively 
n it can increase attention and arousal, and has been 

reported to increase creativity 
n in most organisations, short meetings are more easily 

arranged 
n it’s a useful leadership skill for a facilitator to be able to 

work to a timeframe. 

It can help for one of the team members other than the 
facilitator to be timekeeper.  That person can remind the 
team when they have spent the allotted amount of time on 
some aspect of their task, and when it is almost time to 
conduct their regular review. 

Time-urgency can be taken too far, however.  Meetings can 
be too brief.  If too little time is allowed, other important 
aspects of the action learning may be pushed aside by the 
project work. 
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Regular and frequent meetings do appear to be important.  
It seems to be more effective for an action learning team to 
meet for two hours each week than (say) half a day 
fortnightly or a day a month. 

(In a recent action learning program some team members 
had to travel substantial distances to meet face to face.  
They agreed that they would meet for three hours each 
fortnight.  However, they made contact with a brief 
telephone conference call in the intervening week.  They 
reported that this worked well for them.) 

If necessary the second meeting completes any preliminary 
tasks (relationship building, purposes, processes, 
stakeholders, and individual learning goals) not finished in 
the first meeting.  It then begins to address the project.  
Useful early events (if not already done) include: 
n planning how to involve the stakeholders previously 

identified 
n breaking down the project into subtasks and identifying 

any natural sequence in which those subtasks can be 
done 

n negotiating roles within team meetings for the action 
learning team members (I have an expectation that, as 
far as possible, team members will rotate roles so that 
everyone gains broad experience) 

 for example, in addition to the facilitator of the meeting, 
a separate timekeeper is preferred.  For some purposes 
the facilitator may prefer someone else to “scribe” — 
that is, capture ideas on flip chart or electronic 
whiteboard.  A different person may also facilitate the 
end-of-meeting review. 
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n addressing how to make effective use of the sponsor 
and mentor (and perhaps coach, if there is one), and  

n deciding how team members’ individual learning goals 
will be supported by the team. 

Team members usually don’t know what to expect from 
the learning set meetings.  As a result, they are likely to be 
open to different ways of acting than is usual in the 
organisation.  This assists habits developed during this 
early project work to be maintained in further meetings.  It 
is therefore valuable to develop good habits early. 

Effective work habits in action learning teams 

I’ve found two habits in particular improve project work 
substantially: 
n Visible information.  We work to a whiteboard 

(preferably electronic) or a flip chart; in this way we 
maintain a public record of our work as we proceed. 

 If flip charts are used I prefer to have two.  One 
provides temporary workspace.  Material captured 
there can be erased as soon as it is no longer needed.  
On the other flipchart, the scribe or facilitator captures 
any decisions reached and actions planned. 

n Information before decisions.  Before we begin any 
problem solving or decision making we check that 
we’ve collected and understood the relevant information. 

 Sometimes information is missing because nobody on 
the team has it.  The team may then decide to postpone 
that decision until they have obtained the information.  
For instance they may talk to other people before the 
next meeting, or invite someone to attend the next 
meeting. 
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In addition I encourage team members at all times to work 
collaboratively, not competitively.  At the same time I urge 
them to be honest and (if necessary) to be supportively 
confronting with one another.  (In most teams this is 
unlikely to happen unless good relationships have 
developed.) 

These practices are not only useful in project meetings.  
They can also improve meetings of most types.  Managers 
usually spend a lot of their time in meetings.  If they do, 
the improvements in meeting procedures alone can be a 
valuable additional outcome from an action learning 
program. 

The team member facilitating the team can decide whether 
also to be the “scribe” who records results, or may ask 
another member to do so.  There are often advantages in 
splitting roles like this.  It makes it easier for the team 
member who is facilitating.  It can increase involvement 
and interest in the way the team operates. 

Of course, whatever the chosen roles, in a small team every 
member is also a participant. 

Time out 

As mentioned earlier, during this meeting and any 
subsequent meetings, anyone may call “time out” at any 
time.  The purpose is twofold.  One outcome is to 
encourage all team members to take responsibility for how 
the team works.  Another is to increase sensitivity to 
process. 
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“Time out” may be called by the volunteer facilitator.  For 
instance she may express confusion about what is 
happening.  Or she can ask for help in deciding what to do 
next. 

If I am present I may call “time out” to draw the team’s 
attention to something that is or isn’t working.  It may be 
to analyse and if necessary remedy the process.  It may be 
to draw attention to something particularly effective, so 
that the otherwise-tacit learning is made visible. 

Any team member may call time out to raise an issue 
about the process. 

Concluding the second meeting 

Near the end of the second meeting we: 
n review any decisions made 
n check that we understand who has agreed to do what, 

by when (the second flip chart on which actions are 
recorded is useful here) 

n set a time, purpose and agenda for the next meeting 
n ask for a volunteer (or two) to facilitate the next meeting 
n devote at least 15 minutes and preferably more to a 

review ... 
• of our progress towards the project outcomes 
• of how well we’ve operated as a team, amending our 

process guidelines if that seems useful 
• of our learning, collective and individual. 

I recommend that the facilitator for the second meeting 
helps the facilitator(s) for the third meeting to plan how to 
further increase the effectiveness of the third meeting.  I 
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suggest that the facilitator for the second meeting does this 
mainly through asking questions, not by offering 
suggestions.  This is a valuable opportunity for team 
members to begin to learn the leadership skills of coaching. 

I strongly recommend to the team that they continue this 
practice into the future.  Between each of the team 
meetings, the facilitators of the previous meeting and the 
next meeting get together.  This allows the next facilitator 
to plan for the team meeting.  The previous facilitator is 
also able to reflect on what she did, and what she learned.  
Tacit learning is thus made more explicit. 

If there’s a program coach, she and the volunteer facilitator 
meet after the meeting.  The coach helps the volunteer 
facilitator recall what happened and identify what worked 
well and what might be improved.  The coach then asks 
the facilitator to look ahead and plan what to do 
differently the next time she facilitates. 

If the external facilitator has appropriate skills, she can be 
the coach.  This is beneficial, as the facilitator has 
experienced the meeting and can thus more easily address 
important aspects of the volunteer facilitators efforts.  
(Even in later meetings, which the facilitator will not have 
attended, this style of coaching is still valuable.) 

The previous descriptions may have given the impression 
that I have very clear plans that I follow.  It’s true that I try 
to be clear about what outcomes we have to achieve.  At 
the same time, I’m open to changing most of what I’ve 
described in previous pages.  Sometimes it is changed to 
suit organisational conditions.  Sometimes a team wishes 
to try something different.  That’s fine. 
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I try to treat almost everything I do as negotiable.  My 
desire is for the team members to make decisions about 
their processes, and to take responsibility for and learn 
from their experience.  Also, plans seldom work quite as 
intended.  It’s important that I and the team respond 
appropriately to what actually happens. 

However, I do insist that in this and all other meetings 
there is a final process review.  As mentioned, at least 15 
minutes is devoted to this, and preferably more.  It is done 
as for the second meeting, described earlier. 
 
 
 

Third and subsequent meetings 

(This is the fourth meeting if there has been a meeting to clarify 
expectations.) 
 

At the third meeting I’m usually present.  However, I 
intervene only when necessary.  If I do intervene, it is most 
likely by drawing the attention of the team to the present 
process.  I encourage them to pay attention to what is 
happening, and to decide what they are going to do about 
it.  I draw their attention to what they have done well.  My 
goal is for the team to demonstrate to themselves that they 
are capable of managing their own process effectively and 
enjoyably, and of learning from that experience. 

I’m gauging whether the team has shown an ability to 
manage its own process.  (It usually has.)  As soon as they 
have, I attend later meetings only sparingly or when 
specifically invited for some purpose.  Later visits, for 
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example, may be to help group members acquire some 
skill they have decided would be valuable for them. 

I also like to be asked back occasionally.  It gives me the 
opportunity to learn how well the group is functioning at 
self-facilitation.  Often, too, I can learn from the variations 
they have introduced into their operation. 

Most of the subsequent meetings have a particular 
structure, which I now describe. 
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A typical action learning meeting 

 
 
 

A typical meeting has three phases.  The task component, 
where the team members work on their project, is the 
middle phase.  As shown in Figure 3 it is “bookended” by 
a check-in and a final review.  The bookend phases are 
often brief, but seldom or never unimportant. 
 
 

Check-in 
Report actions 
from between 

meetings 

Project work 
Work on the project 
by planning future 

actions 

Review 
Analyse progress, 

process, and 
learning 

 

Figure 3   The three phases of a typical meeting 
 

The second phase occupies the bulk of the meeting 
 

Such a meeting is likely to work through stages similar to 
the following, in turn.  (As before, this is intended as an 
example, not as a recipe that must be followed slavishly.) 

Check-in 

This is a report by each team member on action taken since 
the previous meeting, and the results of those actions. 
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Often, some actions won’t have been carried out.  Others 
won’t achieve planned outcomes.  In a blame-free way the 
team analyses why not.  The intention is not to embarrass 
the person, but to learn ... 
n what (if anything) needs to be done to recover lost 

progress 
n what implications there are (if any) for planned future 

actions 
n what they have learned from the experience, 

individually and collectively. 

This part of the meeting is important.  In action learning —
and in project work generally — meetings are used for 
planning.  Much of the action happens between meetings.  
The purpose of the check-in is to build links between the 
planning and the action, to improve both. 

A blame-free approach is essential. 13  Team members are 
rewarded for reporting truthfully, not punished for some 
lack of action or success.  Otherwise, the team is likely to 
be deprived of accurate information for learning and 
planning.  Here, the early attention to building 
relationships pays off.  Supportive relationships make 
honesty easier. 

If the check-in is done consistently and without blame, 
work group members are less likely to promise actions 
they can’t or won’t carry out.  They are more likely to try 
to honour their promises for action. 

At the same time they are acquiring a valuable leadership 
skill — managing accountability for themselves and others. 
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Project work 

This is a substantial part of the meeting, likely to occupy 
close to two-thirds of the time.  Its exact shape will depend 
partly on the nature of the project and the stage to which 
the team has progressed. 

It will probably include most or all of the following. 
n If necessary, choose a scribe and timekeeper.  Except in 

large work groups they will also continue to be 
involved in the task. 

n Expand the agenda for the meeting (broadly decided at 
the previous meeting).  Allot realistic times for each 
agenda item. 

n Work through the agenda 
 Much of the time this will consist of planning the 

actions to be carried out between meetings 
 An important component is likely to be planning how 

to involve relevant stakeholders: 
• co-opting them to attend a meeting or two, or 
• involving them in carrying out some of the actions, 

or 
• consulting them about possible planned actions, or 
• informing them about actions to be carried out, or 
• informing them about actions already implemented. 

 Some of the time (for some but not all action learning 
programs) the work may consist of preparing 
recommendations to the organisation about suggested 
improvements. 

n Before finalising any decisions, check that relevant 
stakeholders have been appropriately involved or 
consulted or informed 
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n Record any actions agreed by the team.  This is best 
done in a separate area of a whiteboard, or a second flip 
chart, or butcher paper taped to the wall 

n As they work, team members observe the work group’s 
current guidelines, and 

n Observe other agreed work group practices such as: 
• capture all information on a whiteboard or flipchart 
• collect and understand information before using it to 

make decisions 
• record actions on a separate flipchart or a separate 

part of the whiteboard. 
 See also the one page document on meetings, included 

as an Appendix 
n Agree the broad agenda for the next meeting 
n Obtain a volunteer facilitator from amongst the work 

group members for the next meeting 
n Arrange for the previous facilitator and next facilitator 

to meet in a planning session. 

Review the meeting 

Work through the following steps, recording on 
whiteboard or flip chart any changes to be made during 
the next meeting.  Review ... 
n the agreed actions — are these feasible; has the 

person to do them agreed; have relevant stakeholders 
been involved appropriately, or will be; is there a 
realistic completion date (many will be intended to be 
completed by next meeting)? 

n the progress towards project outcomes — in terms 
of the overall timeline for the project, is the project on 
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schedule?  If not, can anything be done to recover lost 
time? 

 if there are performance indicators note and record their 
achievement 

 and if these are to be reported (for instance to a 
coordinating group or to the sponsor), arrange to do so 

n the process — how well did the project team function 
— how well did they observe the current project team 
guidelines? 

 modify the team’s process guidelines if appropriate 
 as part of this, it’s useful to give supportive feedback to 

the person facilitating;  however, it’s important that this 
is blame-free, and that managing the process remains 
the responsibility of the whole team, not just the 
facilitator 

 the facilitator will find it useful to take notes about any 
feedback. 

n the learning, individual and collective? — in particular, 
are the team members developing useful skills for 
themselves, their normal work team, and the 
organisation? 

Either at the conclusion of the meeting or immediately 
after, the facilitator identifies what issues she wishes to 
raise with the coach (if coaching is included as part of the 
program). 

In the process described here, the facilitator of this session 
meets with the facilitator of the following session.  The 
issues for discussion with a coach may also form part of 
the agenda for the meeting between facilitators. 
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Between meetings 
 

There are usually tasks to be done between meetings, for 
example: 
n The volunteer facilitator plans for the next meeting, 

preferably with the facilitator of the previous meeting 
acting as supportive coach 

 As mentioned, if there is a separate coaching program a 
team member can meet with a coach after facilitating a 
meeting. 

n Action learning team members carry out the agreed 
actions.  For example this may include ... 
• carrying out research on aspects of the project 
• seeking information from relevant people outside the 

project team, and perhaps outside the organisation 
• seeking information from relevant documentation 
• inviting relevant stakeholders to attend one or two 

meetings 
• consultation with relevant stakeholders, to inform 

them of planned actions that may affect them 
• consulting with relevant stakeholders, asking for 

their reactions to planned actions or 
recommendations 

• informing relevant stakeholders about actions taken 
or stages completed 

• perhaps reporting progress to a coordinating group, 
if any, or perhaps to the team’s sponsor. 

 If there is such a coordinating group or sponsor, they 
are urged strongly to respond in the same blame-free 
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way as already described for the action learning 
team check-in. 

n Communicating with the organisation as a whole 
 This is an often-neglected aspect of an action learning 

program (and of many change programs, for that 
matter).  Done well, however, it can become an 
important part of sowing the seeds for a cultural change 
in the organisation.  A regular newsletter can provide a 
good vehicle for reports to everyone in the organisation 

 It is important that it is done in ways that do not unduly 
raise expectations that may not be met.  To do this, the 
team reports mostly on successes already achieved, and 
not on successes that are so far only planned.  Usually, 
only the direct stakeholders need to know in detail 
about action plans. 

 
 
 

Final meeting 
 

When the project is completed the action learning team 
disbands.  Before they do, at a final meeting they recall the 
sequence of events they have been involved in.  They 
identify what they learned, individually and as a team, 
from their involvement. 

Importantly, they also identify the uses they will make of 
their learning in other action learning teams and 
elsewhere.  This improves the transfer of learning from the 
project work to elsewhere.  It increases the benefits of the 
action learning. 
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Sometimes, as mentioned earlier, there are multiple 
learning teams.  If so, they may be invited to exchange 
information between teams on what they have learned. 

When this exchange takes place I have a strong preference 
that the focus is on what they learned as a team and as 
individuals. 

In some organisations, there is a request that each team 
reports what they have achieved.  This may be motivated 
by a belief that competition between teams will improve 
performance.  My experience is that reporting 
achievements leads to over-reporting achievements and 
discourages openness and collaboration.  In programs I’ve 
evaluated, learning and achievement have been sufficient 
reward for team members.  I don’t think competition is 
helpful here. 
 
 
 
Setting up a British-style action learning team 
 

In the British style of action learning it’s usual for each 
team member to work on a different issue or project.  At 
each meeting one of the group contributes an issue and 
asks for help with it.  Other members then assist through 
supportive enquiry. 

(Note that there are also likely to be sessions within a 
project-based action learning team that are similar to this.  
For example, from time to time the team is likely to be 
helping one of its members to plan problematic future 
actions or to review past actions that haven’t worked as 
expected.) 
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In brief, the role for the owner of the issue is to raise issues 
that she doesn’t fully understand.  The role for other team 
members is to ask questions that will deepen the 
understanding of the person contributing the issue. 

A group of five to eight people is suitable, or perhaps even 
one or two more.  In other respects I set up such groups in 
much the same way as I’ve described previously.  We do 
relationship building, and define the purpose and process 
of the team.  In this style of action learning team there is 
often less need to define stakeholders at the first meeting.  
This is often better done separately for each issue, at the 
time when that issue is dealt with. 

When the group moves beyond the preparatory activities 
described, one of the group volunteers an issue.  Suitable 
issues are those about which the person offering them feels 
blocked, ignorant or confused. 

The intention is that the person’s understanding is then 
deepened and broadened by the process that follows.  This 
is done through questioning inquiry.  In a well-known 
summary of his approach Revans said that learning (L) 
consists of programmed knowledge (P) and questioning 
insight (Q): in summary, L = P + Q.  Revans argued that 
much conventional teaching and training consisted of too 
much P and not enough Q.  In a diverse team, different 
members will have different perceptions and ideas.  The 
questions they raise will therefore trigger new reflections 
on the part of the member offering the problem.  From 
these reflection, insight will grow. 

At this point there is a danger to be avoided — group 
members will usually be strongly tempted to shower 
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solutions on the person contributing the problem. They 
may do so even before they understand the issue 
adequately.  The person presenting the issue will be 
overwhelmed by suggestions, many of which won’t fit 
well.  Further, this may do little to deepen anyone’s 
understanding. 

I use the approach of several other authors including 
Revans.  I forbid offering suggestions, especially for at 
least the first couple of issues.  I also encourage only 
sparing use later.  I insist that only curiosity-motivated 
questions are asked.  If team members’ curiosity about the 
issue can be aroused, the learning is greater for all of them. 

I monitor this closely — the practice of offering 
suggestions is so ingrained (especially for some males) that 
otherwise team members persist in doing so.  They find 
ways to disguise their suggestions as questions unless 
challenged whenever they do. 

Usually group members learn after a meeting or two that 
their task is not to provide answers.  It is to help to deepen 
their colleague’s understanding by asking genuine 
questions from their different perspective.  When this is 
consistently achieved I can then relax the constraints.  I can 
allow occasional and tentative suggestions provided the 
issue by then is well understood. 

However, it does no harm to forbid suggestions entirely.  
In fact, that’s the safest procedure. 
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Other action learning issues 
 

Below you’ll find some other issues you may wish to take 
into account in an action learning program or project. 

Individual issues in a project based team 

As mentioned above, within a project-based action 
learning team it is often relevant for part of some meetings 
to be run in the same style as the British form of action 
learning.  It’s not unusual for each person to have some 
individual responsibilities within the team.  Any team 
member can bring difficult issues to the group for help. 

Negotiating resources and (especially) time 

I’ve found that it is often necessary to negotiate for the 
action learning team to have enough time to meet.  As I 
mentioned previously, in two action learning projects I 
was involved in, participants felt exploited because they 
were expected to find the time for meetings and other 
tasks on top of their usual job.  Most action learning teams 
willingly do more than they are asked to do.  It is 
unnecessary (and in my view unethical) to exploit them 
deliberately. 

This issue can be addressed during early negotiations with 
the team’s sponsor and the team members’ immediate 
superior.  It also remains the responsibility of the sponsor 
to assist when needed.  Without special attention, 
however, it can be overlooked. 
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Additional skills development 

In both styles of action learning group, I’ve adopted the 
practice of providing only essential skill development 
before the groups begin.  Skills are best remembered and 
used when there is an almost immediate opportunity to 
use them.  The skills and understanding that are most 
likely to be useful at or near the beginning of the program 
might include: 
n an overview of action learning — how it operates and 

what its purposes are 
 without this, you may find it difficult to obtain 

volunteers for the early teams 
n basic communication and facilitation 
n collecting and analysing information 
n developing action plans. 

Team members better understand what skills are most 
useful for them after they have each facilitated a meeting, 
and have worked together for a while.  I therefore now 
prefer to provide skill development when the team 
members request it.  They are then likely to be more fully 
engaged in the skill development activities and to make 
more use of the skills. 

When there are multiple teams it may be more convenient 
to run combined skill development workshops rather than 
take up action learning team meetings.  Team members 
can then volunteer to attend if the skills covered are 
sufficiently relevant for them. 
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Other applications 

 
 
 

I’ve written this document mostly from the perspective of 
an organisational action learning program.  This is the 
more common use, at least in the work I’m asked to do.  
The individual-project British style of action learning is 
also common, and has had a recent surge of popularity in 
management training in higher education. 

The processes of action learning, however, also suit it to 
other applications.  Below are some examples of uses I’ve 
made of it. 
 
 
 

Community development 
 

Action learning is well suited to community development 
activities.  Initially it may require more setting up than in 
an organisation.  And keeping less-involved stakeholders 
informed can be even more difficult than in organisations.  
In most other respects, once established it then proceeds 
very much as organisational programs do. 

In much of the community-based action learning I’ve 
helped set up, 14 the procedure was as follows: 
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n Contact was made with local organisations such as the 
Shire Council or Progress Association or Chamber of 
Commerce.  This was often done at their initiative as 
part of a larger program. 

n Local people who were energetic and well-linked with 
others throughout the community were recruited 
voluntarily onto a coordinating committee to assist in 
planning. 

 In my early use of action learning for community 
development I also used this committee to bounce ideas 
off, as what is sometimes called a reference group.  I 
now prefer to separate these two roles.  The result is a 
small and efficient coordinating group that meets often, 
and a larger and more representative reference group 
that can meet less frequently. 

n A one-day visioning exercise for the whole community 
identified a number of community improvement 
projects.  A dozen or more such projects were often 
chosen.  The process we used had steps such as the 
following: 
• a distant and idealistic vision for the community was 

developed 
• the vision was modified to take account of current 

trends in the community’s environment, and 
legitimate needs of absent stakeholders 

• activities were then identified that were worthwhile 
in their own right, had wide approval, and would 
contribute to the vision or some important aspects of 
it. 

n For each project a small action learning team was set up, 
consisting of volunteers who had a direct interest in the 
project.  Where possible this was done as part of the 
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visioning activity.  If nobody volunteered for a 
particular project it was removed from the program. 

n The coordinating committee continued to operate.  Its 
two main tasks (see Figure 4) were: 
• to coordinate and resource the action learning teams.  

This was achieved by having a member of the 
coordinating committee on each working party — 
though not in any leadership role 

• to keep the community as a whole informed about 
what was achieved as part of the program.  This was 
most easily achieved by including the editor of the 
local newspaper (if any) on the coordinating 
committee.  On other occasions it was done through 
such activities as letterbox drops and public 
meetings. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4   Action learning for community development 
 

 Its tasks emphatically did not include controlling how 
the learning teams went about doing their projects.  In 
fact, it was expressly forbidden to do so. 

 Our intention was to create a communication hierarchy 
that was not a control hierarchy.  Too often, this did not 
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match the expectations of some coordinating committee 
members, more accustomed to conventional hierarchies.  
Coordinating committee members tended to adopt an 
increasingly controlling role over time. 

 We learned from this.  In later community development 
programs we replaced some coordinating committee 
members periodically.  Sometimes we replaced half of 
the coordinating committee every six months or so.  On 
other occasions (with better continuity, I think) we 
replaced about a third of the coordinating committee 
every four months or so.  Sometimes, action learning 
team members came onto the coordinating committeeat 
one of these times.  This worked effectively. 

With coordinating committee and action learning teams 
functioning well, our involvement in the program could 
reduce.  From that point on the program continued much 
as for a typical organisational action learning program. 
 
 
 

University classes 
 

When I was a full-time academic, almost all of my 
university classes were on change management or similar 
topics.  It was therefore appropriate that class members 
were involved (to greater or lesser extents) in designing 
and facilitating the class.  Some of the classes included 
workshops facilitated by class members.  Some included 
practical change projects in community or organisational 
settings. 

In all but very small classes, class members were organised 
into one or more teams.  These functioned in most respects 
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as self-facilitated action learning teams.  In addition, the 
early meetings of the teams, in class time, worked through 
many of the same activities described earlier for 
organisations. 

When the course was project based, the projects became a 
team project for the action learning teams.  In other courses 
the preparation of a group assignment or a facilitated 
workshop served as a project. 

I’ve described these courses in more detail elsewhere. 15 
 
 
 

Thesis and dissertation supervision 
 

Some colleagues and I have supervised action research 
PhDs in Singapore for two different Australian 
universities.  Because our visits to Singapore were limited, 
we organised the candidates into action learning teams.  
As each of them had a different project, we used a British 
style of action learning for this.  Because our visits were 
limited the teams were self-facilitated. 

The results were very satisfying, as a report by Shankar 
Sankaran and others relates. 16 
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In summary 
 

Some key assumptions underpin the approach described 
in this document.  It is assumed that ... 
n real learning has occurred when people behave 

differently as a result of their learning 
n this is most likely to happen when people learn by 

doing — learn by engaging with real issues in real 
situations, and then reflecting frequently on their 
experience 

n one effective vehicle for such learning consists of 
diverse action learning teams of volunteers working on 
real organisational (or community or classroom) issues 

n the impact of this approach can be further enhanced 
within a program consisting of multiple action learning 
teams, each with their own project. 

Both activity and reflection on that activity are highly 
desirable for best results. 

Action learning teams are most likely to achieve good 
outcomes for their organisation (or community or class) 
and themselves when there is ... 
n sufficient challenge, achieved by working on real and 

important tasks of adequate difficulty and complexity 
n sufficient autonomy, achieved by negotiating resources 

and outcomes and then allowing the team to develop 
and implement its plans and learn from its mistakes 
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n sufficient support, from the organisation in the form of 
resources and approval, and especially within the team, 
achieved by building good relationships so that people 
experience each other as real people. 

Program goals may include the development of the skills 
of shared leadership and team facilitation.  If so, the goals 
are more likely to be achieved if the team is responsible for 
managing the processes it uses to work on its task.  This 
is more likely to happen when early action learning 
sessions sensitise team members to the way they go about 
working on the task. 
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management team.  However, all of the middle managers 
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support from the director of the unit and met regularly 
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 I’ve described this in a paper:  Dick, Bob (2011). Middle 
management leadership development through action 
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Research, Special AR Edition. On line, retrieved from 
http://sitjar.sit.ac.nz/ 

 A subsequent literature search revealed some literature 
that recommends beginning change with middle 
managers, on the grounds that they are often more 
enthusiastic about change than are senior managers.  For 
instance see Huy, Quy Nguyen (2001). In praise of 
middle managers.  Harvard Business Review, 79(8), 72-79. 
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 [8] Though I can’t be absolutely certain, I think this may be 
part of the reason why I’ve had better results with 
minimal facilitation that some current literature suggests 
is usual.  I think the early attention to building 
relationships within the team has also helped. 

 [9] See Raelin, Joseph A. (2003). Creating leaderful 
organizations: how to bring out leadership in everyone.  San 
Francisco, Ca.: Berrett-Koehler. 
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Chapel Hill: Interchange. 
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Sutcliffe, Kathleen M. (2007). Managing the unexpected: 
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learning. In S. Hase and C. Kenyon, Self-determined 
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Bloomsbury. 
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Appendix 

10 simple ways to improve meetings  
(including meetings for two) 

(A tentative guide that is not intended for slavish adherence) 
 

An A4 one-page PDF version of this is available at 
http://www.aral.com.au/resources/meetings.pdf 

Action learning teams may find it a useful resource 

 

Beginnings 

 1 Be clear about why you’re there 

Decide on the purpose (overall, and for this meeting) and set an 
agenda.  Also identify individual and collective learning goals.  
Near the end of each meeting agree on the time, purpose and 
tentative agenda for the next meeting. 

 2 Build relationships 

Check that everyone knows everyone else.  Help people to see 
the person behind the role.  Don’t assume that, because people 
have worked together for years, that they know each other 
well.  If possible, for the duration of the meeting, abolish rank 
and status. 

 3 Agree on the way you’ll work together 

Agree on two or three guidelines you’ll observe to make the 
meeting constructive and enjoyable.  Encourage listening, 
supportive challenge, and cooperation. 

 4 Take into account anyone who isn’t there 

Identify the “stakeholders” who aren’t there to look after 
themselves, involve them or communicate to them, and try to 
take their legitimate needs and wishes into account. 
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Continued ... 

Middles 

 5 Work to whiteboard or butcher paper 

For task meetings build public information as the meeting 
proceeds.  Collect information and decisions on whiteboard or 
butcher paper.  In this way, everybody is working from the 
same set of information.  An electronic whiteboard works well. 

 6 Separate information collection from decision making 

First collect the information, preferably without discussion.  
Then analyse it (or critique it if that’s useful).  Then make the 
necessary decisions.  Then agree about who will do what to 
implement the decisions.  Then agree how to monitor progress. 

 7 Inform rather than persuade 

Be willing to learn from one another.  When speaking, be clear, 
and aim to inform rather than persuade.  When listening, put 
aside your own concerns.  Try to understand what it’s like to be 
in the speaker’s shoes. 

 8 Manage the process 

If there are more than two of you, appoint someone to manage 
the process.  This person can check that the meeting observes 
the guidelines and the other process suggestions above. 

Endings 

 9 Check action items 

Near the end of the meeting, check that everyone knows who 
has actions to take. 

10 Review the process 

Set aside a brief time at the end of each meeting to review the 
process.  How well have you followed your guidelines (3 
above)?  Change the guidelines if necessary. 
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(and himself) improve their world.  
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If you make use of any of the material 
in this document I’d really like to hear of 
your experience.  You can contact me 
at bobdick (at) mac (dot) com   
or skype  bobd35 

 


